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Large Print Best-sellers/Notable Debuts — Fiction
Baldacci, David

No Man’s Land

Special Agent John Puller’s mother, Jackie, vanished 30 years ago from Fort Monroe, Virginia, when Puller
was just a boy. Paul Rogers has been in prison for 10 years. But 20 years before that, he was at Fort
Monroe. One night three decades ago, Puller's and Rogers' worlds collided with devastating results, and
the truth has been buried ever since ... until now. Military investigators, armed with a letter from a friend of
Jackie's, arrive in the hospital room of Puller's father — a legendary three-star general who is now sinking
into dementia — and reveal that Puller Sr. has been accused of murdering Jackie. Aided by his brother
Robert Puller, an Air Force major, and Veronica Knox, who works for a shadowy U.S. intelligence
organization, Puller begins a journey that will take him into his own past, to find the truth about his mother.
Paul Rogers' time is running out. With the clock ticking, he begins his own journey, one that will take him
across the country to the place where all his troubles began: a mysterious building on the grounds of Fort
Monroe. There, 30 years ago, the man Rogers had once been vanished too, and was replaced with a
monster. And now the monster wants revenge, and the only person standing in his way is John Puller.

Bass, Jefferson

Without Mercy

Forensic anthropologist Bill Brockton has spent 25 years solving brutal murders but none so bizarre and
merciless as his latest case: A ravaged set of skeletal remains is found chained to a tree on a remote
mountainside. As Brockton and his assistant dig deeper, they uncover signs of a deadly eruption of hatred
and violence. Then the deadliest criminal Brockton ever put away — the sadistic serial killer Nick
Satterfield — escapes from prison, bent on vengeance. For Nick, simply killing Brockton isn't enough.
Satterfield wants to make him suffer by destroying everything he holds dear: Brockton's son, daughter-inlaw, grandsons, and even Miranda, his longtime graduate assistant, now on the verge of completing her
Ph.D. and launching a forensic career of her own. The dangers from all directions force Brockton to
question two things on which he's based his entire career — the justice system and the quality of mercy —
and to wonder: can the two co-exist? If not, which will Brockton choose in his ultimate moment of truth?

Bennett, Brit

The Mothers

It is the last season of high school life for Nadia Turner, a rebellious, grief-stricken, 17-year-old beauty.
Mourning her own mother's recent suicide she takes up with the local pastor's son. Luke Sheppard is 21, a
former football star whose injury has reduced him to waiting tables at a diner. They are young; it's not
serious, but the pregnancy that results from this teen romance — and the subsequent cover-up — will have
an impact that goes far beyond their youth. As Nadia hides her secret from everyone, including Aubrey, her
God-fearing best friend, the years move quickly. Soon, Nadia, Luke, and Aubrey are full-fledged adults and
still living in debt to the choices they made that one seaside summer, caught in a love triangle they must
carefully maneuver, and dogged by the constant, nagging question: What if they had chosen differently?
The possibilities of the road not taken are a relentless haunt. In entrancing, lyrical prose, this poignant
debut novel asks whether a "what if" can be more powerful than an experience itself. If, as time passes, we
must always live in servitude to the decisions of our younger selves, to the communities that have parented
us, and to the decisions we make that shape our lives forever.

Beverley, Jo

The Viscount Needs a Wife

Kitty Cateril has to escape. It has been nearly two years since her husband, Marcus, died, but Kitty's
mother-in-law insists that their household remain perpetually in mourning. Kitty loved Marcus, but she can't
spend the rest of her life locked away from life. So when Kitty's old friend Ruth writes to her with news that
Ruth's neighbor, Beau Braydon, the newly minted Viscount Dauntry, is looking for a wife, Kitty believes she
may have found a way out of Cateril Manor. Beau needs a practical lady, someone who can manage his
household without intruding on his established way of life. When he first meets Kitty, he is convinced that
she is not the one for him, but as he gets to know her better, Beau gradually realizes Kitty may be exactly
the lady he needs in his life.

Burnet, Graeme Macrae

His Bloody Project

A brutal triple murder in a remote Scottish farming community in 1869 leads to the arrest of 17-year-old
Roderick Macrae. There is no question that Macrae committed this terrible act. What would lead such a
shy and intelligent boy down this bloody path, and will he hang for his crime? Presented as a collection of
documents discovered by the author, this opens with a series of police statements taken from the villagers
of Culdie, Ross-shire. They offer conflicting impressions of the accused. One interviewee recalls Macrae as
a gentle and quiet child, while another details him as evil and wicked. Chief among the papers is Roderick
Macrae’s own memoirs where he outlines the series of events leading up to the murder in eloquent and
affectless prose. Then follow medical reports, psychological evaluations, a courtroom transcript from the
trial, and other documents that throw both Macrae’s motive and his sanity into question. Graeme Macrae
Burnet’s multilayered narrative, centered on an unreliable narrator, will keep the reader guessing to the
very end. This is a deeply imagined, luridly thrilling crime novel from an exceptional new voice.

Carr, Robyn

The Life She Wants

In the aftermath of her financier husband’s suicide, Emma Shay Compton’s dream life is shattered. Richard
Compton stole his clients’ life savings to fund a lavish life in New York City and although she was never
involved in the business, Emma bears the burden of her husband’s crimes. She is left with nothing and
only one friend stands by her … a friend she’s known since high school who encourages her to come
home to Sonoma County. But starting over isn’t easy, and Sonoma is full of unhappy memories and people
she’d rather not face … especially Riley Kerrigan. Riley and Emma were like sisters until Riley betrayed
Emma, ending their friendship. Emma left town planning to never look back. Now, trying to stand on her
own two feet, Emma is forced to turn to the last person she thought she’d ever ask for help — her former
best friend. It’s an uneasy reunion as both women face the mistakes they’ve made over the years. Only if
they find a way to forgive each other — and themselves — can each woman find the life she wants.

Child, Lee

Night School

In Child’s latest, it’s 1996 and Jack Reacher is still in the army. He and two other men, an FBI agent and a
CIA analyst, are tasked with a covert mission: A Jihadist sleeper cell in Hamburg, Germany, has received
an unexpected visitor — a Saudi courier seeking safe haven while waiting to rendezvous with persons
unknown. A CIA asset, undercover inside the cell, has overheard the courier whisper a chilling message:
"The American wants a hundred million dollars." Reacher and his two new friends are told to find the
American, and if they don't get their man, the world will suffer an epic act of terrorism. From Langley to
Hamburg, Jalalabad to Kiev, the three move through a treacherous landscape of double crosses, faked
identities, and new and terrible enemies.

Coben, Harlan

Home

A decade ago, kidnappers grabbed two boys from wealthy families and demanded ransom then went
silent. No trace of the boys ever surfaced. For 10 years, their families have been left with nothing but
painful memories and a quiet desperation for the day that has finally, miraculously arrived: Myron Bolitar
and his friend Win believe they have located one of the boys, now a teenager. Where has he been for 10
years, and what does he know about the day — more than half a life ago — when he was taken? And most
critically: What can he tell Myron and Win about the fate of his missing friend?

Coleman, Reed Farrel

Robert B. Parker’s Debt to Pay

All is quiet in the town of Paradise, and it’s a good thing, because police chief Jesse Stone is preoccupied
with the women in his life — both past and present. His ex-wife, Jenn, is about to marry a Dallas realestate tycoon, and Jesse isn’t too sure his relationship with former FBI agent Diana Evans is built to last.
But those concerns get put on the back burner when a major Boston crime boss is brutally murdered.
Despite all evidence to the contrary, Jesse suspects it’s the work of Mr. Peepers, a psychotic assassin who
has long promised revenge against the Mob, Jesse, and Suit for their roles in foiling one of his hits and in
retaliation, against Jenn as well. Though Jesse and Jenn have long parted ways, Jesse still feels
responsible for her safety. Jesse and Diana head to Dallas for the wedding and along with the tycoon’s

security team, try to stop Peepers before the bill comes due. Peepers is toying with the authorities as to
when and where he’ll strike, and Jesse is up against the wall.

Cornwell, Patricia

Chaos

In the quiet of twilight on an early autumn day, 26-year-old Elisa Vandersteel is killed while riding her
bicycle along the Charles River. It appears she was struck by lightning — except the weather is perfectly
clear without a cloud in sight. Dr. Kay Scarpetta, the Cambridge Forensic Center's director and chief,
decides at the scene that this is no accident. Her investigation becomes complicated when she begins
receiving a flurry of bizarre poems from an anonymous cyber-bully who calls himself Tailend Charlie.
Though subsequent lab results support Scarpetta's conclusions, the threatening messages don't stop.
When the 10th poem arrives exactly 24 hours after Elisa's death, Scarpetta begins to suspect the harasser
is involved and sounds the alarm to her investigative partner Pete Marino and her husband, FBI analyst
Benton Wesley. She also enlists the help of her niece, Lucy, but to Scarpetta's surprise, tracking the
slippery Tailend Charlie is nearly impossible, even for someone as brilliant as her niece. Also, Lucy can't
explain how this anonymous nemesis could have access to private information. To make matters worse, a
venomous media is whipping the public into frenzy, questioning the seasoned forensics chief's judgment
and "a quack cause of death on a par with spontaneous combustion."

Danler, Stephanie

Sweetbitter

In the stifling summer of 2006, 21-year-old Tess arrives in New York chasing a ravenous desire to
experience the world. Planning to take the first job she finds, she somehow lands a position at a
prestigious Union Square restaurant. The staff, a colorful cast of characters who show her varying degrees
of support and impatience, becomes her family. Especially the older Simone, who offers Tess her tutelage
while harboring a mysterious past with Jake, the bartender who captures Tess' heart. They teach Tess
about enticing foods and amazing wines; then, in the after hours, they provide an education in edgier
indulgences: heavy drinking, drugs, and dysfunction. Caught in a dangerous cycle of self-abuse, Tess will
have harder lessons to learn than how to run the floor during the dinner rush if she is to have the sort of
success she's planned on. As Tess navigates the perils of her new life, she learns enough about herself for
the novel to conclude with an encouraging note.

Evanovich, Janet

Turbo Twenty-three

Larry Virgil skipped out on his latest court date after he was arrested for hijacking an 18-wheeler full of
premium bourbon. Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry is just stupid enough to attempt
almost the exact same crime again. Only this time, he flees the scene leaving behind a freezer truck
loaded with Bogart ice cream and a dead body — frozen solid and covered in chocolate and chopped
pecans. As fate would have it, Stephanie’s mentor and occasional employer, Ranger, needs her to go
undercover at the Bogart factory to find out who’s putting their employees on ice and sabotaging the
business. It’s going to be hard for Stephanie to keep her hands off all that ice cream and even harder for
her to keep her hands off Ranger. It’s also going to be hard to explain to Trenton’s hottest cop, Joe Morelli,
why she is spending late nights with Ranger and late nights keeping tabs on Grandma Mazur and her new
beau. Stephanie Plum has a lot on her plate, but for a girl who claims to have “virtually no marketable
skills,” these are the kinds of sweet assignments she does best.

Francis, Felix

Triple Crown

Jeff Hinkley, investigator for the British Horseracing Authority, has been seconded to the US Federal AntiCorruption in Sports Agency (FACSA), where he has been asked to find a mole in their organization: an
informant who is passing on confidential information to those under suspicion in American racing. At the
Kentucky Derby, Jeff joins the FACSA team in a raid on a horse trainer’s barn at Churchill Downs, but the
bust is a disaster, and someone ends up dead. Then, on the morning of the Derby itself, three of the most
favored horses in the field fall sick. These suspicious events can be no coincidence. In search of answers,
Jeff goes undercover as a groom on the backstretch at Belmont Park racetrack in New York. But he

discovers far more than he was bargaining for: corrupt individuals who will stop at nothing — including
murder — to capture the most elusive prize in world sport, the Triple Crown.

French, Tana

The Tresspasser

When Aislinn Murray is found in her picture-perfect apartment with the back of her head smashed in, the
killer appears to be her new boyfriend, Rory Fallon. But that's too easy for the suspicious Det. Antoinette
Conway, whose hackles are raised when a more experienced detective takes an interest in the case and
wants Rory charged. Antoinette and her partner Stephen Moran work well together, but they're consistently
assigned the worst cases, and she's having trouble with the rest of the squad. When Conway realizes
she'd previously met the victim, the case zigs and zags in unexpected and dangerous directions with local
gangs, possibly corrupt cops, and a mild-mannered bookstore owner all playing a part.

Graham, Heather

Darkest Journey

Charlene "Charlie" Moreau is back in St. Francisville, Louisiana to work on a movie. One night, she
stumbles across the body of a Civil War reenactor, the second murdered in two days. Charlie is shocked to
learn that her father — a guide on the “Journey,” a historic paddle wheeler that's sponsoring the
reenactment — is a suspect. Meanwhile, Ethan Delaney, new to the FBI's Krewe of Hunters, is brought in
on the case. He and Charlie have a history of their own dating back to when he rescued her from a
graveyard after he was led there by a Confederate ghost. Charlie arranges a Mississippi River cruise so
she and Ethan can get close to the reenactors, find out who knows what, and who has a motive.

Green, Jane

Falling

Eight years ago, Emma Montague left behind the strict confines of her upper-crust English life and her
rather dull boyfriend and moved to New York City where she immediately found success in finance. But her
soulless, cutthroat, all-consuming job was another life she didn't want. Answering an ad on Craigslist,
Emma finds a tiny beach cottage in the small town of Westport, Connecticut. It needs a lot of work, but it's
the perfect project to satisfy Emma's passion for interior design and gardening … if her new landlord,
Dominic, is agreeable to the small changes she yearns to make. Unlike any man Emma has ever known,
Dominic is confident, grounded, and committed to being present for his son whose mother fled shortly after
he was born. They become friends and slowly much more as Emma finds herself feeling at home in a way
she never has before. But just as they start to imagine a life together as a family, fate intervenes in the
most shocking of ways. For the first time, Emma has to stay and fight for what she loves and the truth she
has discovered about herself, or she risks losing it all.

Griffin, W.E.B.

Broken Trust

Having investigated his share of gruesome murders, Philadelphia Homicide Sergeant Matt Payne is
beginning to think nothing can shock him, until the case of a young socialite’s death lands on his desk. The
Camilla Rose Morgan he’d known as a teenager was beautiful and brilliant. How was it possible she’d
jumped to her death from her own balcony? Her brother tells Payne she’d tragically been battling a lifetime
of mental demons, and there is plenty of evidence of it, but still, something doesn’t sit right. The more
Payne digs, the more complications he discovers. Reputations are on the line and lives, and if Payne
doesn’t tread carefully, one of them may be his own.

Grisham, John

The Whistler

Lawyer Lacy Stolz investigates complaints against judges for the Florida Board on Judicial Misconduct. In
her nine years on the job, there has never been any danger in her assignments. The justices are often
more incompetent than corrupt. Everything changes, however, when Stolz and a colleague, Hugo Hatch,
meet with a disbarred lawyer who, eager to collect a whistleblower's reward, has evidence of corruption
unlike anything they have ever handled. A judge in the pocket of the Coast Mafia has spent years
skimming millions from a Native American-owned casino. At least three people have been murdered to
cover up the graft and an innocent man sits on death row, but few are willing to help Stolz and Hatch

expose the corruption: The casino keeps the money flowing and stepping forward could be deadly. A highstakes game of gambling, greed, and murder plays out in another page-turner from Grisham.

Hilderbrand, Elin

Winter Storms

The conclusion to Hilderbrand's "Winter Street" trilogy, (Winter Street; Winter Stroll), has the Quinn family
trying to gather on Nantucket Island for the holidays in the midst of a snowstorm. Kelley and Mitzi are back
together running the Winter Street Inn despite Kelley's battle with cancer and their anguish over their
missing soldier son, Bart. Margaret and Drake got married, while Kevin and Isabelle plan a Christmas
wedding. Ava, still struggles to pick the right guy, and at least Patrick is released from prison, even though
his wife, Jennifer, is still dealing with her pill addiction. After a harrowing yet hopeful year, the Quinn family
reunion is bound to make for an unforgettable Christmas.

James, P.D.

The Mistletoe Murder

The four previously uncollected mysteries in this collection show that the late James, who died in 2014,
was just as adept at the short form as she was at novel. They efficiently introduce characters and create
atmosphere, while posing fair challenges to readers eager to match wits with her. The title story presents a
solution to a very cold case, provided by a mystery author who was in the house where an antiques dealer
was bludgeoned to death. The author subtly conceals the signpost to the truth in "A Very Commonplace
Murder," the most complex selection, in which an alibi witness dithers over coming forward to clear an
innocent man. In "The Twelve Clues of Christmas," Adam Dalgleish, her series lead comments, "I don't
think I'll ever have another case like it. It was pure Agatha Christie." Such a comparison isn't gratuitous: the
puzzles are sure to please Christie fans while offering enough psychological depth to satisfy those who
want to emotionally invest in the characters, even if they appear for just a few dozen pages.

Kava, Alex

Reckless Creed

In Chicago, a young man jumps from his 30th-story hotel room; along the Missouri river, a hunter and his
son stumble upon a lake whose surface is littered with snow geese, all of them dead; and in southern
Alabama, K-9 specialist Ryder Creed and his search-and-rescue dog Grace find the body of a woman who
went missing in the Conecuh National Forest. Before long, Creed and FBI profiler Maggie O’Dell will
discover the ominous connection among these mysterious deaths. What they find may be the most prolific
killer the United States has ever known.

Livesey, Margot

Mercury

Donald believes he knows all there is to know about seeing. An optometrist in suburban Boston, he is sure
that he and his wife, Viv, who runs the local stables, are devoted to their two children and to each other.
Then Mercury — a gorgeous young thoroughbred with a murky past — arrives at Windy Hill and everything
changes. Everyone at the stables is struck by Mercury's beauty and prowess, particularly Viv. As she rides
him, she begins to dream of competing again, embracing the ambitions that she had harbored and
relinquished as a young woman. Her daydreams soon morph into consuming desire, and her infatuation
with the thoroughbred escalates to obsession. Donald may have 20/20 vision, but he is slow to notice how
profoundly Viv has changed. By the time he does, it is too late to stop the catastrophic collision of Viv's
ambitions and his own myopia.

Macomber, Debbie

Twelve Days of Christmas

Friendly and bubbly, Julia Padden likes nearly everyone, but her standoffish neighbor, Cain Maddox,
presents a particular challenge. No matter how hard she's tried to be nice, Cain rudely rebuffs her at every
turn, preferring to keep to himself. When Julia catches Cain stealing her newspaper from the lobby of their
apartment building, it’s the last straw: She's going to break through Cain's Scrooge-like exterior the only
way she knows how: by killing him with kindness. To track her progress, Julia starts a blog called “The
Twelve Days of Christmas.” Her first attempts to humanize Cain are far from successful. Julia brings him
homemade Christmas treats, and the disagreeable grinch won't even accept them. Meanwhile, Julie's blog
becomes an online sensation, and an astonishing number of people start following her adventures. Julia

continues to find ways to express kindness and little by little, chips away at Cain's gruff façade to reveal the
caring man underneath. Unbelievably, Julia feels herself falling for Cain, and she suspects that he may be
falling for her as well. But as the popularity of her blog continues to grow, Julia must decide if telling Cain
the truth about having chronicled their relationship to the rest of the world is worth risking their chance at
love. Macomber continues her annual tradition with a new original holiday novel full of romance and cheer
— and the magical prospect of finding love in the most unexpected places.

Meyer, Stephanie

The Chemist

A woman currently calling herself Chris Taylor must take extraordinary steps to stay alive. She used to
work for the U.S. government, but very few people ever knew that. An expert in her field, she was one of
the darkest secrets of an agency so clandestine it doesn't even have a name. And when they decided she
was a liability, they came for her without warning. Now she rarely stays in the same place or uses the same
name for long. They've killed the only other person she trusted, but something she knows still poses a
threat. They want her dead and soon. When her former handler offers her a way out, she realizes it's her
only chance to erase the giant target on her back. It means taking one last job for her ex-employers. To her
horror, the information she acquires only makes her situation more dangerous. Resolving to meet the
threat head-on, she prepares for the toughest fight of her life but finds herself falling for a man who can
only complicate her likelihood of survival. As she sees her choices being rapidly whittled down, she must
apply her unique talents in ways she never dreamed of. In this tautly plotted novel, Meyer creates a fierce
and fascinating new heroine with a very specialized skill set.

Moyes, Jojo

Paris for One

In this vibrant collection containing one novella and eight short stories, Moyes once again focuses on
heroines who discover their deeper strength and learn about themselves during periods of emotional strife.
The stories all deal in some way with romantic entanglements. New passions, old trysts, a Twitter scandal,
a heist, and Louboutin shoes fill up these short but sweet tales.

Patterson, James

Bookshots: Kill or Be Killed

James Patterson introduced the Bookshots series in 2016 which is advertised as, “All Thriller No Filler.”
This latest collects four fast-paced suspense novellas including, "The Trial," in which a vicious drug lord
unleashes unexpected violence on the lawyers, jurors, and police involved in his case.

Patterson, James & Fox, Kathryn

Missing

Private Investigations — the world's top detective agency — realizes it's tough to find a man who doesn't
exist. Craig Gisto has promised Eliza Moss that his elite team at Private Sydney will investigate the
disappearance of her father. After all, as CEO of a high-profile research company, Eric Moss shouldn't be
difficult to find. Except it's not just the man who's gone missing; despite the most advanced technology at
their disposal, they find every trace of him has vanished too.

Patterson, James & Paetro, Maxine

Woman of God

The world is watching as massive crowds gather in Rome waiting for news of a new pope … one who
promises to be unlike any other in history. It's a turning point that may change the Church forever. Some
followers are ecstatic that the movement reinvigorating the Church is about to reach the Vatican, but the
leading candidate has made a legion of powerful enemies who aren't afraid to kill for their cause. Faith has
never come easy for Brigid Fitzgerald. From her difficult childhood with drug-addled parents, to her career
as a doctor healing the wounded in Sudan, to a series of trials that test her beliefs at every turn, Brigid's
convictions and callings have made her the target of all those who fear that the Church has lost its way —
dangerous adversaries who abhor challenges to tradition. Locked in a deadly, high-stakes battle with
forces determined to undermine everything she believes in, Brigid must convert her enemies to her cause
before she loses her faith and her life.

Penny, Louise

A Great Reckoning

This 12th entry in Penny's series finds former Chief Insp. Armand Gamache coming out of retirement to
clean up the corrupt Süreté Academy du Québec. When an old map is found hidden in the wall of a bistro
in Three Pines, the remote village in which Gamache and his wife live, the locals treat it as only an
interesting artifact. But Gamache uses the mystery of the map's origin to engage the interest of four cadets
at the academy who are in particular danger of going astray. When someone fatally shoots Serge Leduc, a
sadistic, manipulative professor, a copy of the map is found in Leduc's bedside table and suspicion falls on
the four cadets and Gamache himself. As the story unfolds, a web of connections past and present comes
to light. This complex novel deals with themes of compassion, weakness in the face of temptation,
forgiveness and the danger of falling into despair and cynicism over apparently insurmountable evils.

Perry, Anne

Revenge in a Cold River

When Commander Monk of the Thames River Police is called to investigate the drowning of an escaped
prisoner, he’s forced to contend with customs officer McNab, who clearly bears a bitter grudge against him.
But the reason is a mystery in itself: Monk’s memory loss is a secret he guards closely, and it leaves him
vulnerable to repercussions from his missing past — especially his exploits overseas in the tumultuous
Gold Rush days of San Francisco. McNab is as icy and unfathomable as the steel-gray Thames and
appears intent on using whatever damning facts he can find to ruin Monk’s future as an officer of the law.
As Monk explores the possibility of a conspiracy, McNab’s game of cat and mouse escalates with veiled
threats and cryptic insinuations. Snared in an unforeseen trap, a desperate Monk must turn to his wife,
Hester, and friend and attorney Oliver Rathbone for help as his life hangs in the balance.

Phillips, Susan Elizabeth

First Star I See Tonight

As the former Super Bowl-winning quarterback for the Chicago Stars, Cooper Graham is used to having
star-struck women follow him around, but for more than a week, someone in various disguises has been
tailing him. When Cooper finally confronts her in his nightclub, she claims to be Esmerelda Crocker, a nutty
yet harmless stalker. But Cooper soon discovers that she is actually Piper Dove, a private investigator.
Despite his best efforts to get Piper to divulge the name of her client, she remains mum. Impressed by her
integrity, Cooper decides to hire Piper to work for him, thinking that if he spends enough time with her, he
will eventually induce her to crack. After all, when it comes to getting what he wants, Cooper always wins.
But this time much to his surprise, he is sure to lose, and what Piper wins is his heart.

Picoult, Jodi

Small Great Things

Ruth Jefferson, a widow with a teenage son, is a labor and delivery nurse and the only African American in
her department. When the infant son of two white supremacists, Turk and Brittany Bauer, who have
specifically asked that Ruth not handle their child, dies suddenly, Ruth is blamed for the child's death by
both the hospital and the child's parents. In quick succession, Ruth loses her license, is dragged from her
home by the police in the middle of the night, and is charged with murder. Kennedy McQuarrie, a white
female public defender, takes Ruth's case, but her refusal to bring up race in Ruth's defense doesn't sit
right with Ruth given that race is ingrained in the case's DNA: from the Bauers' hateful views, to Ruth's
supervisor's acquiescence, to their demands, to Ruth's experience once in the cogs of the justice system.
Picoult's gripping tale is told from three points of view, that of Ruth, Kennedy, and Turk, and offers a
thought-provoking examination of racism in America today.

Preston, Douglas & Child, Lincoln

The Obsidian Chamber

After a harrowing confrontation on the shores of Exmouth, Massachussetts, Special Agent Pendergast is
missing and presumed dead. Sick with grief, Pendergast's ward, Constance, retreats to her chambers in
Manhattan beneath the family mansion — only to be taken captive by a shadowy figure from the past.
Proctor, Pendergast's longtime bodyguard, springs to action, chasing Constance's kidnapper through cities
and across oceans. But by the time Proctor discovers the truth, it may already be too late.

Robb, J.D.

Apprentice in Death

At the start of Robb’s 43rd Eve Dallas thriller set in a near-future New York City, three ice skaters are shot
dead at Wollman Rink in Central Park. Adding to the difficulty of the murder investigation is the weapon
used — a tactical laser rifle with a range up to two miles. Eve’s team swings into action, as does techgenius husband Roarke, in an effort to locate the firing site and to determine whether all the victims were
random or one or more were targeted. On discovering the sniper nest, they realize that there are two
people responsible for the shooting, and there will be more attacks. The second soon follows in Times
Square, and four people die, including a cop. Feverish police work manages to identify the killers — a
mentor and his trainee — and the race is on to stop them.

Rosoff, Meg

Jonathan Unleashed

Jonathan Trefoil’s boss is unhinged, his relationship baffling, and his apartment just the wrong side of legal.
His girlfriend wants to marry someone just like him — only richer and with a different sense of humor. He
doesn’t remember life being this confusing back before everyone expected him to act like a grown-up.
When his brother asks him to look after his dogs, Jonathan's world view begins to shift. Could a border
collie and a cocker spaniel hold the key to life, the universe, and everything? Their sly maneuvering on
daily walks and visits to the alluring vet suggest that human emotional intelligence may not be top dog after
all. This funny, wise romantic comedy set in Manhattan is a story of tangled relationships, friendships, and
dogs — for anyone wondering what to be when they grow up, and how on earth to get there.

Sandford, John

Escape Clause

Two rare Siberian tigers are stolen from the Minneapolis Zoo, and with most available law enforcement
engaged in protecting the presidential candidates who are campaigning at the state fair, the job of finding
the tigers falls to Virgil Flowers of the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. The clock is ticking,
and the tigers were likely stolen for their body parts, worth a half-million dollars on the black market.
Sandford shifts the point of view between Flowers and the thieves who are holding the tigers in a rural
Minnesota location. The bad guys' matter-of-fact demeanor as they set about their grisly task is genuinely
creepy. Mix in the man behind the tiger snatching, Winston Peck, a drug-addicted MD who went broke
trying to start an internet company, and you have all the makings of another Sandford romp. Meanwhile,
Virgil's girlfriend, Frankie Nobles, has a guest — her younger sister, Sparkle. Sparkle's research for her
dissertation into migrant workers at a local canning factory leads to a beating for Frankie when factory
thugs mistake Frankie for Sparkle. The rule-bending Virgil must use his wits to resolve the kidnapping and
avenge Frankie's beating in an entry notable for its twisted, inept, and drug-addled bad guys.

Scottoline, Lisa

Damaged

Ten-year-old Patrick O'Brien is a natural target at school. Shy, dyslexic, and small for his age, he tries to
hide his first-grade reading level from everyone: from his classmates, from the grandfather who cares for
him, and from the teachers who are supposed to help him. But the real trouble begins when Patrick is
accused of attacking a school aide. The aide promptly quits and sues the boy, his family, and the school
district. Patrick's grandfather turns to the law firm of Rosato & DiNunzio for help and Mary DiNunzio is on
the case. Soon Mary becomes Patrick's true champion and his only hope for security and justice. But there
is more to the story than meets the eye, and Patrick might be more troubled than he seems. With twists at
every turn and secrets about the family coming to light, Mary might have found the case that can make her
a true protector, or break her heart.

Seay, Martin

The Mirror Thief

This complex novel is a big, beautiful cabinet of wonders that is by turns an ominous modern thriller, a
supernatural mystery, and an enchanting historical adventure story. The first stop is present-day Las
Vegas, where Curtis Stone, an ex-Marine turned reluctant hired gun, descends into the Strip's seedy
underworld to track a famous gambler named Stanley Glass through the prefab canals of the Venetianthemed hotel and casino. Instead, he finds Stanley's sacred text, a book of poems titled “The Mirror Thief.”
The narrative jumps back to 1958 in Venice Beach, at the dawn of the Beat poetry scene, where Stanley is

a small-time con artist obsessed with the enigmatic Adrian Welles, author of the mysterious book. Finally,
readers are treated to the subject of Welles's book himself, the man called Crivano, who in 1592 embarks
on a dangerous mission in the real Italian Venice, gorgeously rendered as a fantasia of conspirators,
alchemists, and heretics caught between the dangers of plague and the Inquisition. Without realizing it,
Crivano, Stanley, and Curtis are searching for the same thing: the mystery hidden behind mirrors (both
literal and figurative), through which, as Welles writes, "you meet the stranger you have always been."
Mirrors, reflections, deceptions, reversals, and illusions multiply as Seay conjures each world with wizardly
exactitude and a gift for infusing a suspenseful tale with emotional authenticity, visceral immediacy, and
philosophical concerns about perception and truth. Shimmering with intimations of Hermann Hesse,
Umberto Eco, and David Mitchell, Seay's house-of-mirrors novel is spectacularly accomplished for a debut.

Semple, Maria

Today Will Be Different

Eleanor Flood knows she's a mess, but today, she’s determined: she will tackle the little things. However,
before she can put her modest plan into action, life happens. On the fateful day she decides to be her "best
self," Eleanor — cult-famous cartoonist, mother, wife, and cynic — spirals from one catastrophe to the
next. Today, it turns out, is the day that her son, Timby, has decided to fake sick to weasel his way into his
mother's company. It's also the day her husband, Joe, has chosen to tell his office — but not Eleanor —
that he's on vacation. Just when it seems like things can't go more awry, Eleanor's ego is bruised when she
realizes an underling she fired years ago is now a famous artist. She dodges calls from her publisher about
a long-passed deadline for her graphic memoir, and finally, she suffers what may be a concussion after
crashing head-first into a sculpture. The latest from Semple is a sharp, funny read, and the author injects
quirky elements — drawings, a comic book, photocopies of poems — to add another layer of enjoyment.
Though Eleanor is snarky, her troubles and growing calamities are engaging in this heart-filled story about
how it sometimes takes facing up to our former selves to truly begin living.

Silver, Marisa

Little Nothing

In an unnamed country at the beginning of the last century, a child called Pavla is born to peasant parents.
Her arrival, fervently anticipated and conceived in part by gypsy tonics and archaic prescriptions, stuns her
parents and brings outrage and scorn from her community. Pavla has been born a dwarf, beautiful in face,
but as the years pass, she grows no farther than the edge of her crib. When her parents turn to the
treatments of a local charlatan, his terrifying cure opens the floodgates of persecution for Pavla. This
tender novel unfolds across a lifetime of unimaginable, magical transformation in and out of human form,
as an outcast girl becomes a hunted woman whose ultimate survival depends on the most startling
transfiguration of them all. Woven throughout is the journey of Danilo, the young man entranced by Pavla,
obsessed only with protecting her. Part allegory about the shifting nature of being, part subversive fairy tale
of love in all its uncanny guises, "Little Nothing" spans the beginning of a new century, the disintegration of
ancient superstitions, and the adoption of industry and invention. With a cast of remarkable characters and
extraordinary, page-turning prose, Silver delivers here a novel of sheer electricity.

Smith, Wilbur

Pharoah

Smith returns to ancient Egypt in his attempt to conjure the magic, mystery, romance and intrigue of a lost
world. Taita, the Pharaoh’s advisor and hero of his books, “Desert God” and “River God,” is once again
caught up in a whirlpool of ruthless intrigue that threatens the very foundations of the beloved empire he
has pledged his life to protect. Plunged into deadly waters more treacherous than the Nile, he must use his
intelligence, alchemy, and cunning to protect his Pharaoh and keep safe all he loves.

Tanabe, Karin

The Gilded Years

Since childhood, Anita Hemmings has longed to attend the country’s most exclusive school for women:
Vassar College. Now, a senior in the class of 1897, she is hiding a secret that would have banned her from
admission: Anita is the only African-American student ever to attend. With her olive complexion, this
daughter of a janitor and descendant of slaves has successfully passed as white, but now finds herself
rooming with Louise “Lottie” Taylor, the scion of one of New York’s most prominent families. Though Anita

has kept herself at a distance from her classmates, Lottie’s sphere of influence is inescapable, and the two
become fast friends. Pulled into her elite world, Anita learns what it’s like to be treated as a wealthy,
educated white woman — the person everyone believes her to be — and even finds herself in a heady
romance with a moneyed Harvard student. It’s only when Lottie becomes infatuated with Anita’s brother,
Frederick, whose skin is almost as light as his sister’s, that the situation becomes particularly perilous. As
Anita’s college graduation looms, those closest to her will be the ones to dangerously threaten her secret.
Set against the vibrant backdrop of the Gilded Age, an era when old money traditions collided with modern
ideas, Tanabe has written an emotionally compelling story of hope, sacrifice, and betrayal — and a
gripping account of how one woman dared to risk everything for the chance at a better life.

Thompson, Jean

She Poured Out Her Heart

National Book Award-finalist Thompson resumes her excavation of the fraught psychology underlying
everyday life in her latest, a tale of besieged friendship between two very different women. Quiet and
watchful Jane and edgy and outspoken Bonnie meet in college, and then take divergent paths. Jane
becomes a doctor's wife and a vigilant mother in the suburbs. Bonnie lives in Chicago, channeling her
hidden anguish into her crisis-intervention work while conducting toxic love affairs. Both women are
scathingly witty and secretly lonely, and their already strained bond is about to undergo the most corrosive
of tests. As Jane suffers breakdowns that deliver mysterious fugue states and moments of unnerving
prescience, passion ignites between her husband and Bonnie. Thompson portrays characters of thorny
charisma and complicated failings caught in predicaments both ludicrous and archetypal. Amid intimate
disasters and holidays gone bizarrely wrong, Thompson considers the riddles of sexual passion and love,
self and change, loyalty and forgiveness and forges a novel of crackling insights and ambushing drama.

Todd, Charles

The Shattered Tree

In World War I at the foot of a tree shattered by shelling and gunfire, stretcher-bearers find an exhausted
officer shivering with cold and loss of blood from several wounds. The soldier is brought to battlefield nurse
Bess Crawford's aid station where she stabilizes him and treats his injuries before he is sent to a hospital.
The odd thing is, the officer isn't British, he's French, but in a moment of anger and stress, he shouts at
Bess in German. When Bess reports the incident to Matron, her superior offers a ready explanation. The
soldier is from Alsace-Lorraine, a province in the west where the tenuous border between France and
Germany has continually shifted through history, most recently in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, won
by the Germans. But is the wounded man Alsatian? And if he is, on which side of the war do his
sympathies really lie? Of course, Matron could be right, but Bess remains uneasy — and unconvinced. If
he was a French soldier, what was he doing so far from his own lines and so close to where the Germans
are putting up a fierce, last-ditch fight? When the French officer disappears in Paris, it's up to Bess — a
soldier's daughter as well as a nurse — to find out why, even at the risk of her own life.

Zink, Nell

Nicotine

Recent business school graduate Penny Baker has rebelled against her family her whole life by being the
conventional one. Her mother, Amalia, was a member of an Amazonian tribe called the Kogi; her much
older father, Norm, long ago attained cult-like deity status among a group of aging hippies while operating
a 'healing center' in New Jersey. She's never felt particularly close to her much-older half-brothers from
Norm's previous marriage: one wickedly charming and obscenely rich (but mostly just wicked), one a
photographer on a distant tropical island. But all that changes when her father dies, and Penny inherits his
childhood home in New Jersey. When she goes to investigate the property, she finds it’s not overgrown
and abandoned, but occupied by a group of friendly anarchist squatters whom she finds unexpectedly
charming who have renamed the property Nicotine House. The residents of Nicotine House, (defenders of
smokers' rights), possess the type of passion Penny feels she's desperately lacking, and the other squatter
houses in the neighborhood provide a sense of community Penny's never felt before. Soon, she moves into
a nearby residence, becoming enmeshed in the political fervor of her fellow squatters. As the Baker
family's lives begin to converge around the fate of the Nicotine House, Penny grows ever bolder and more

desperate to protect it and its residents until a fateful night when a reckless confrontation between her old
family and her new one changes everything.

Large Print — Nonfiction
Melton, Gennon Doyle

Love Warrior

This memoir by best-selling author Melton tells the story of her journey of self-discovery after the implosion
of her marriage. Just when Glennon was beginning to feel she had it all figured out— three happy children,
a doting spouse, and a successful writing career — her husband revealed his infidelity, and she was forced
to realize that nothing was as it seemed. A recovering alcoholic and bulimic, Glennon was familiar with rock
bottom. In the midst of crisis, she knew to hold on to what she discovered in recovery: that her deepest
pain has always held within it an invitation to a richer life. This book is the story of one marriage, but it is
also the story of the healing that is possible for any of us when we refuse to settle for good enough and
begin to face pain and love head-on. This astonishing memoir reveals how internalizing our culture’s
standards of masculinity and femininity can make it impossible for men and women to ever really know one
another, and it captures the beauty that unfolds when one couple commits to unlearning everything they've
been taught so they can finally, after 13 years of marriage, fall in love.

Meyer, Joyce

Seize the Day

Today is no ordinary day. You may perform simple routines, feel uninspired, or lack the excitement of
hope, but today could be the most important one of your life — depending on how you choose to spend it.
In her latest, Meyer contends there is something special, valuable waiting for you to discover in each day,
and when you commit to letting God direct you, instead of resting passively in your own disappointments,
you'll be open to receive greater happiness and blessings than you ever thought possible.

White, Maurice

My Life With Earth, Wind & Fire

In this powerful memoir, White, the creative force behind Earth, Wind & Fire, shares his beliefs — in God,
in himself, and in the power of music — that helped him overcome an underprivileged childhood and
institutional racism to create phenomenal, self-driven success. White keeps his personal life closely
guarded, but he addresses his failures with self-deprecating honesty. The book is more than a
chronological tale of a career; it's a quest for meaning. It was only through pushing himself to work hard in
the face of disappointment and to remain positive and avoid the pitfalls of drugs that White was able to
steer Earth, Wind & Fire to become the musical force it remains to this day. White's life and music orbit
themes of social justice, spirituality, and self-reliance, and here, he writes strongly about the nature of black
masculinity during and after the civil rights movement and what it means to be a good man. Diagnosed with
Parkinson's disease in the 1990s, White showed dramatic grace in his acceptance of decline and loss. His
memoir captures a life of determination, positivity, and success tempered by depth and humility.

Large Print — Romance
Balogh, Mary
Miller, Linda Lael
Shalvis, Jill
Taylor, Patrick
Various

Unforgiven
Always a Cowboy
Sweet Little Lies
An Irish Country Love Story
Kiss the Bride: Three Summer Love Stories

Large Print — Inspirational Fiction
Brunstetter, Wanda
Fisher, Suzanne Woods
Miller, Emma
Witemeyer, Karen
Woodsmall, Cindy

The Selfless Act
The Devoted
A Husband for Mari
No Other Will Do
Fraying at the Edge

Large Print — Mystery/Suspense/Adventure/Fantasy
Carlisle, Kate
Childs, Laura
Christie, Agatha
Collins, Kate
Dams, Jeanne
Dunn, Matthew
Easley, Warren C.
Faye, Lyndsay
Fluke, Joanne
Fraser, Anthea
Ison, Graham
Johnston, Paul
Meier, Leslie
Michaels, Fern
Miranda, Megan
Neggers, Carla
Quirk, Matthew
Spencer, Sally
Westerson, Jeri

Crowned and Moldering
Crepe Factor
Closed Casket
Moss Hysteria
Blood Will Tell
A Soldier’s Revenge
Never Look Down
Jane Steele: A Confession
Christmas Caramel Murder
A Tangled Thread
Exit Stage
Skeleton Blues
British Manor Murder
Fast and Loose
All the Missing Girls
Liar’s Key
Cold Barrel Zero
Thicker Than Water
Silence of Stones

Large Print — General/Historical Fiction/Classics
Colgan, Jenny
Poliner, Elizabeth
Richards, Emilie

Summer at Little Beach Street Bakery
As Close to Us as Breathing
When We Were Sisters

Large Print — Urban Fiction
Roby, Kimberla Lawson
Zane

A Sinful Calling
Vengeance

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Regular Print — Fiction
Coben, Harlan
Fielding, Helen
Gross, Andrew
Jackson, Joshilyn
Palmer, Diana
Sandford, John
Weber, Carl

Home
Bridget Jones Baby: The Diaries
The One Man
The Opposite of Everyone
Denim and Lace
Extreme Prey
The Doctor Is In

Regular Print — Nonfiction
Marciuliano, Francesco

I Could Pee on This, Too: And More Poems by More Cats
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